
Harriet 

America First Conservative 
for Congress (WV) 4. r 

Dear America First Conservative, 

In my home state of Wyoming, loyalty and freedom still mean something. 

So why is Republican Liz Cheney playing on Nancy Pelosi's team? 

Not only did she vote to impeach President Trump, praise Dr. Fauci, and slander 
Americans like you as a "danger" to our Democracy. 

She's taken a leading role on Pelosi's Soviet-Style January 6th  Commission! 

This kind of betrayal cannot continue, which is why I must ask: 

Will you support my America First Primary Challenge against Liz Cheney 
with a $35 or more campaign contribution? 

Please check YES or NO on your DUMP LIZ CHENEY reply and rush your 
response back to me within the next 3.  days. 

My name is Harriet Hageman and, unlike Liz Cheney - who lives in Northern 
Virginia - Wyoming is my home. 

Growing up on a ranch outside Ft. Laramie, I learned the value of hard 
work, integrity, self-sufficiency, and honesty from an early age. 

They're not just values Joe Biden and his radical Democrats hate - they run 
absolutely counter to the elitist values of Cheney and her establishment backers. 

Unfortunately, it's those establishment backers - including Never-Trumpers at the 
Lincoln Project and NeoCons like John Bolton and John Boehner - who are now going 
all-in to keep Cheney in power. 





never-ending vendetta against President Trump and his supporters! 

Will you help me stop it? 

As I said, loyalty and freedom still mean something here in Wyoming. While DC 
might be full of back-door deals and shifting political winds, the men and women of my 
state value the Cowboy ethos and ethic of riding for the brand. 

You see, back in the old West, Cowboys gave their promise to stay loyal to the 
people who hired them. To the people who paid them. 

They made a choice to fight for the brand as it was one of their own, to keep their 
word to the brand, and to never betray it. 

As a DC insider, Liz Cheney knows nothing about that, but I do. 

My family put down roots on a ranch outside of Laramie 1879, where we've 
raised cattle ever since. 

Out here, we have a strong work ethic and fierce independence, and we don't take 
kindly to Big Government Socialists like Nancy Pelosi trying to control us. 

It's why I've spent my professional life as a lawyer battling Big Government and 
federal agencies trying to usurp our rights, and why I'll do it in Washington, too. 

I'm also: 

• 100% Pro-Life 

• A strong supporter of our Second Amendment 

• Totally and Completely Against Vaccine Mandates 

• A believer in our fight for Election Integrity 

• For President Trump's Border Wall and strong borders 

• Committed to government transparency and ending wasteful spending! 

My friend, these are the issues conservatives need to put front and center: Not 
joining Nancy Pelosi in some anti-American tribunal designed to persecute fellow 
Americans! 








